Comment of the Harvard Electricity Law Initiative

The WIRES-filed report discusses the central issue plaguing transmission planning: “institutions and their constraints and incentives.” The report provides evidence that institutional barriers may be impeding effective transmission development. Unfortunately, the WIRES-filed report is too late for consideration in this rulemaking.

The report documents how institutions are not aligned with beneficial planning outcomes. The report shows that transmission owners may rationally withhold planning-relevant information from regional planners and are more likely to collaborate on planning when they have monopolies. The report also says that RTOs may be too cautious in how they share information with transmission owners and developers and explains why RTOs may be ill-suited to run developer selection processes. These issues all warrant attention. The report may be describing undue discrimination.

The Commission is a utility regulator with “broad power to stamp out undue discrimination.” For nearly 30 years, it has been using that authority to address information asymmetry and secrecy and monopolists’ incentives to unduly discriminate. The WIRES-filed report raises issues similar to those that the Commission has addressed in other proceedings across both the power and gas industries. Yet according to WIRES’ cover letter, these are unsolvable issues, and the appropriate regulatory response is to limit
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cost-of-service transmission rates to several dozen incumbent firms. So-called rights-of-first-refusal (ROFRs) may be convenient for WIRES members but not for consumers. The Commission has other options for ensuring that transmission planning prioritizes consumer benefits over the interests of market participants who have incentives and opportunities to tilt planning in their favor.

I. WIRES Is Too Late

October 12, 2021 was the deadline for initial comments on the Commission’s transmission ANOPR. In their filings, numerous utilities and utility trade groups urged the Commission to restore ROFRs in order to encourage “collaboration and cooperation” among transmission owners and RTOs. Those filings repeated the industry’s “collaboration and cooperation” talking point without tying it to consumer benefits. Now, almost three years after the ANOPR’s publication, WIRES is attempting to bolster its members’ claims about intra-industry collaboration. Obviously, it’s too late for that.

There is very little information in the WIRES-filed report that was unavailable in 2021 or by the August 2022 NOPR comment deadline. Of the report’s 29 “historical examples of successful transmission development,” 26 concluded planning activities prior to 2020. The report also relies on filings in this docket, but most of the report’s citations to this docket are to filings from WIRES own members. WIRES could have discussed these matters with its members at any time.

II. WIRES Undervalues the Innovative Potential of Competition and Provides Evidence of Utility Conduct that May Be Unduly Discriminatory

To set up its discussion about collaborative transmission planning, the WIRES-filed report reviews Commission actions under FPA section 202 that encourage coordination
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across the power sector. By focusing on section 202, the report avoids discussion of superseding Commission authority granted by section 206. For instance, the Commission’s longstanding policy was to promote utility power pools in furtherance of its section 202(a) mandate. In Order No. 888, the Commission reversed course and found utility power pool agreements unduly discriminatory. In light of its new approach to detecting undue discrimination, the Commission determined it had to review “discriminatory practices that once did not constitute undue discrimination.” As a result, the Commission discarded filed agreements that had enabled utility industry collaboration.

Order No. 888 and subsequent Commission orders about transmission operations and planning are premised on findings about transmission owners’ market power and their incentives to discriminate. Starting with the Order No. 888 NOPR, the Commission understood that “the single greatest impediment to competition” was utilities’ “market power through control of transmission.” The WIRES-filed report overlooks the role of section 206 and therefore misses that restraining transmission owner market power has been essential for realizing industry coordination that benefits consumers. While
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collaboration is an important goal of Commission policy, it must yield to the prohibition on undue discrimination.

Commission orders on transmission planning illustrate how utility collaboration is limited by the Commission’s duty to protect consumers from undue discrimination. In December 1999, the Commission issued its RTO guidelines (Order No. 2000) under section 202(a). The WIRES-filed report emphasizes the benefits of regional coordination the Commission hoped to realize through RTOs, but it ignores that the primary justification for RTOs was to separate utilities from transmission operations and planning in order to limit the potential for undue discrimination. When it reviewed RTO proposals, the Commission prioritized policing undue discrimination over the industry’s voluntary efforts to coordinate by repeatedly rejecting utility proposals to control regional planning, emphasizing the need for meaningful stakeholder involvement, and even declining to grant ROFRs.17

In Order No. 890, the Commission finally incorporated transmission planning into its Open Access transmission rules because it could not “rely on the self-interest of transmission providers to expand the grid in a nondiscriminatory manner.” The Commission’s goal was to limit transmission owners’ “discretion” in transmission planning
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by requiring that tariffs include planning provisions “sufficient to prevent undue
discrimination and transparent enough to detect any remaining instances of undue
discrimination.”19 Four years later, the Commission held that incumbent monopolies on
cost-of-service rates were unduly discriminatory20 and abolished ROFRs. It found that
those unduly discriminatory limits to transmission development might “result in the failure
to consider more efficient or cost-effective solutions” in regional transmission plans.21

The WIRES-filed report promotes an incomplete view of the Commission’s role.
Insular collaboration unrestrained by section 206 can harm consumers. By restricting cost-of-
service transmission rates to incumbents, ROFRs eliminate incentives for meaningful
participation in the planning process. As a result, projects favored by incumbents advance
into regional plans while more projects more beneficial for consumers may be left out.
Transmission cartels created by ROFRs allow utility collaborators to prioritize their financial
gains over consumer benefits and facilitate the exercise of vertical market power.22

Because it overlooks section 206, the WIRES-filed report misses that its own
evidence about information asymmetry and secrecy and utility incentives may show undue
discrimination. WIRES’ cover letter excuses this behavior and interprets the report’s
findings as justification for discarding the potential benefits of competition. WIRES
overlooks that the Commission has dealt with similar challenges to competition under
section 206.23
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Generation competition works because the Commission and RTOs strive to improve market performance. Detailed market reports, continual deliberations about market rules, and robust engagement by market participants and stakeholders have benefited consumers. Ensuring that transmission development benefits consumers requires similar engagement from the Commission, state officials, and all industry participants and stakeholders.

III. **Collaboration Is Needed Among All Industry Participants and Stakeholders to Define Planning Goals, and Competition Is Needed to Identify Cost-Effective Solutions**

The Commission’s NOPR diagnoses a problem with existing regional transmission planning processes: they are not “long-term” or “forward-looking.” To remedy this deficiency, the Commission proposes to require scenario-based planning and points to successful implementations in MISO. As the Commission documents, MISO’s long-term planning processes worked because they began by identifying long-term planning goals with all industry stakeholders. The Commission proposes to require that transmission providers emulate these goal-setting processes.

Competition is consistent with a robust, stakeholder-driven goal-setting process and may even be necessary for identifying cost-effective transmission solutions. In the NOPR, the Commission proposes to find that “realization of more efficient or cost-effective transmission solutions to regional transmission needs” may be impossible without competition. This conclusion would be consistent with prior Commission statements about the potential of transmission competition to generate innovative projects.
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Conclusion

We applaud WIRES for raising important questions about transmission governance and encourage the Commission to investigate further after it finalizes this rulemaking. In this proceeding, the Commission must disregard WIRES' late filing and should preserve and promote transmission competition.
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